March 23, 2020

Remote Learning Survey

This week has been a week of transition when many courses migrated to online and remote instruction as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Everyone at Rush university has been working diligently to make sure you receive the information you need to stay safe and keep teaching and learning operating as smoothly as possible during this time of transition. In order to make sure we know you are getting the support you need and understand what additional support you may need, we would like you to complete the brief survey in the link below. Please complete the survey by Wednesday, March 25, 2020. Your feedback will help us serve you better.

We have separate surveys for faculty and students, please fill out the appropriate survey:
Faculty Survey
Student Survey
We were notified that Examity is suspending their services until further notice. If you planned to use Examity a separate email from CTEI was sent to you. If you haven’t used Examity please continue to use what you and your students are familiar and comfortable with and/or adjust your remaining course assignments. We don’t recommend using systems with monitoring tools at this time because they add a level of complexity that would burden our system as well as put additional stress on you and the students using unfamiliar tools. You can still use the exam function within Blackboard without a proctoring option (see below helpful links) . If you need help using this function or adjusting your course assignments please contact CTEI at CTEIHELP@rush.edu or CTEI@rush.edu.

A few helpful tutorials have been provided below:

- Blackboard Test Overview
- Creating Blackboard Exams
- Creating Test Questions

We highly encourage you to visit our COVID-19 webpage to access important information and check your email for updates from University_News@rush.edu.
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